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Some R.E.T.A.I.L. Therapy To Help Keep Your New Year’s
Resolutions
— By Uber Content  | Dec 31, 2014 08:16 pm 

This is a time for beginnings, a time of renewal, when we look ahead to a year full of joy, progress and peace. We think about all the
things we want to achieve this year. Bright and shiny wishes—

I want to get fit…

I will get that degree…

I will reach towards happiness…

We outline things we will do or not do this year, in the form of New Year’s Resolutions. But you know what you need to actually achieve
your New Year goals? You need someone in your corner; you need help, support, guidance and motivation ‒ an enabling environment in
short. And in this age, what better place to look for such an environment than on the Internet?

So we got on the job for you, we roamed the wide web and came up with a curated selection of retail and non-retail solutions that will
help you keep your New Year’s Resolutions in 2015.

Lose Weight And Get Fit
Fitness and weight-loss goals regularly make it to the top of New Year’s Resolutions lists but are notoriously difficult to keep. After that
initial enthusiasm, one simply slips back into established patterns of bingeing on food or being a couch potato. It’s clear that we all need
a little extra help in this department.

GOQii

Water-resistant wearable fitness tracker GOQii Band features afull touch display, a vibrating alarm
and automatic wireless syncing via Bluetooth. It also has a watch and motion sensor to track steps,
calories burned, distance travelled and activity time. GOQii is essentially a wearable device that
helps you track your fitness. The USP lies in the ecosystem built up arounddata gathering,
analytics, the GOQii Coach, GOQii Experts and the concept of GOQii Karma.

You get personalized mentoring and tracking no matter where you are and get to do some good
while you get fit.The company says GOQii coaches will also have the ability to remotely vibrate the
band to motivate users. This solution is currently being offered on a subscription basis to select
early users in India and is priced at Rs 4,199  for the 6 month plan and Rs 5,999  for the 12 month

plan.

 Calorie Counter

With more than 10 million downloads, the free Androidapp, Calorie Counter by FatSecret (a
fitness and diet portal) is anessential companionto find nutritional information and keep track of
meals, exercise and weight.

The interface of the Calorie Counter app is simple to use and has some really cool tools. There’s
a food diary to plan and keep track of meals. An exercise diary lets yourecord all the calories
burned. The diet calendar lets you easily view calories consumed and burned. There also a
weight tracker and a journal area for you to record your progress. Recipes and meal ideas are
also accessible directly from the app.

Plan Finances Better
Financial health is an essential of New Year’s Resolutions. Everyone has financial goals they want to meet. What better time to set
yourself up for a financially successful 2015 than to take some time out right nowto increase your financial knowledge and finally track
all your expenses to save better?

Fundtastic Cup

Mutual fund house Franklin Templeton Investments (India) has created the Fundtastic Cup, an
online investor education game based on India’s most loved sport – cricket. An engaging game, the
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online investor education game based on India’s most loved sport – cricket. An engaging game, the
Fundtastic Cup isa unique and fun solution to educate consumers on investments and mutual
funds.

Available on desktops, mobiles as well as iOS and Android apps, this game takes into account
variouscompetency and knowledge levels across users. It needs to be played over a period of
around6 months.

Expense Manager

The Expense Manager Android app boasts over a million downloads and is available in both free
and pro versions.It allows users to manage their income and expenses on a daily, weekly, monthly
or annual basis. You can sortyour budget by categories, take pictures of receipts and back-up
financial information, schedule payments and setup alerts about bills and payments due. You can
also store pictures of bills, receipts, etc. on your phone or SD card for reference purposes. One can
set up multiple accounts and also take advantage ofvarious extra tools like a currency converter,
tax calculator, etc.

Improve Career Focus
Our careers are such an important aspect of our lives and some part of planning for the New Year always takes into account how we
want our careers to shape up. Investing time and effort in continual training and skills enhancement is highly recommended to stay on
the cutting edge of one’s chosen field.

Mind Tools

Imbibe over a 100 management, business and personal productivity skills from the
MindTools Android app. Skills you can sharpen include leadership, team management,
strategising, problem solving, decision-making, project management, time management and
personal productivity, stress management, communication, creativity and overall career
development. These skills help you move up the rungs as they help you become more
effective and even happier at work.

Established in 1996, Mind Tools helps more than 21,000,000 people a year. It also provides
cloud-based training solutions to companies and government agencies worldwide.

Elevate

Selected by Apple as the App of the Year for 2014, Elevate (available on iOS and Android) is a
cognitive training tool whichimproves communication and analytical skills. Designed as a
personalized game-based training program, Elevate tailors itself to your learning patterns.
Results include improved focus, speaking skills, processing speed, memory, math skills, and
more.

Elevate features more than 25 games for improving critical cognitive skills and provides detailed
performance tracking. The challenging personalized daily workouts help you hone the skills you
need most. A workout calendar helps you track your performance and stay motivated.

Learn Something New
Learning something new confers a myriad of benefits. Besides keeping the mind active, it is invaluable to keep current with trends and
developments in one’s industry. Learning builds that knowledge base from which solutions spring and help us feel positive by keeping
us inspired and enthusiastic.

Duolingo

Learn European languages like Spanish, French, German, Italian, etc. for free in tiny gamified
chunks with Duolingo. Available on the web, or in app form on the iOS, Android and
Windows Phone platforms, what you get is a college-quality education without the hefty
price tag.It’s such a fun way to learn. You lose hearts for incorrect answers, earn points by
completing small lessons, and track progress instantly.

Duolingowas created by crowdsourcing pioneer Luis von Ahn along with Severin Hacker. It
was selected by Apple as iPhone App of the Year 2013, by Google as Best of the Best for
Android 2013, and by TechCrunch as Best Education Startup.With over 38 million users,
Duolingo has become one of the most popular ways to learn a language online.

Coursera

Coursera is an education platform on the web and in app form that partners with top
universities and organizations worldwide, to offer massive open online courses (MOOCs)
for anyone to take, from anywhere in the world. All you need is an internet connection and
a computing device and you can get started on courses in science, the arts, the
environment, technology and even music, etc.

There are both free and paid options available. Most courses are free if you simply want to
learn and receive a certificate of completion. You need to pay a fee to receive formal
recognition with an optional Verified Certificate. Coursera also offers paid ‘Specializations’
with a student taking a set of connected courses to master a subject, mainly from emerging
fields of study.

Travel to New Places
There’s nothing quite as exciting as travelling to unknown lands. There are so many places unexplored, so many places to see, so many
adventures to come! In 2015, broaden your horizons by taking those long-awaited trips.

Tripigator

Keeping the motto of “Be a traveller not a tourist” in mind, the Ministry of Tourism
(MoT), Government of India, has launched an official travel app ‘Tripigator’ for
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(MoT), Government of India, has launched an official travel app ‘Tripigator’ for
Android users.  This comprehensive app which draws data from across travel
portals, aims to enhance the travel experience of both domestic and international
travellers. The app asks you for basic information such as timeline, budget, area of
interest (adventure, romantic, nature),etc. and gives you personalized options to
choose from, and all the information you need to take the best possible travel
decision.

Expedia

Expedia is the world’s largest online travel company by revenue, with access to
more than 365,000 hotels and 400 airlines worldwide. You can choose
between 7,000 holiday activities from all around the world.Voted by TTG Travel
Awards as the Best Online Travel Agent of 2010-2012, they offer a best price
guarantee whereby if you find a lower price for a hotel or package on any Indian travel site, they refund twice the difference for eligible
bookings.

Getting Serious About Readingand Writing
You can travel to distant lands, to the farthest reaches of space, to the past or even the future – simply by reading a book. Reading, not
just for education purposes but for pleasure, is an excellent way of opening up the mind, fostering empathy and creativity and
becoming a better communicator. Writing flows from reading and creative writing is often something serious readers want to try out at
least once. We present to you online communities for both readers and writers.

Goodreads

Goodreads is the world’s largest social network for readers and an excellent book
recommendation engine. Readers from all over the world catalogue their reading
materials on the portal and can even directly recommend a book they’ve liked
particularly to their friends. On Goodreads, you can see which books your friends
are reading; and track books you are reading, have read, or want to read. You also
receive personalized book recommendations tailored to your specific tastes.

Wattpad

Wattpad is a writing community where you can share your articles, stories, fan
fiction, and poems either online or through the Wattpad app and get feedback
from readers and other writers. Both undiscovered and published writers
patronize Wattpad. Users can comment on and like stories or join interesting
groups. Quite a few published books were first shared on Wattpad and then
caught Publishers’ attention due to the popularity they attained. Whether
you’re a first time writer or one with lots of books published, Wattpad offers
benefits for all.

Learn Photography
The internet is becoming increasingly visual, with billions of photos being shared across the world. Photography is really the art form
which defines our time. It’s a most democratic art form really; anyone with a camera phone can take a decent enough photo nowadays.
However, having become compulsive shutterbugs, so many of us want to take better photographs – even professional level
photographs. For that, some training is essential.

Elements of Photography

Elements of Photography (EoP) is a comprehensive Android photography app which is free. EoP
lessons are designed in the form of manageable chunks of text backed by beautiful full screen
photos. The chapters, tools, quizzes and tips help amateur and budding photographers
understand the basics of photography. Topics covered include focal length, shutter speed, etc. to
more advanced topics like metering, exposure triangle and flash photography. EoP is a complete
photography resource to start taking those great photographs.

Nikon School

If you have recently bought a Nikon camera, especially a Nikon D-SLR, the online Nikon School
offerstips, expert guidance and insights into photography,etc. to amateurs as well as photography enthusiasts.Paid workshops are
conducted across multiple cities for basic, amateur andadvanced level photographers.

Quit Smoking
Smoking has been proven to be extremely harmful for health. In order to live a long and vital life it is imperative to stop smoking if one
has picked-up the habit. The resolution to quit smoking is an increasingly popular one as we become more health conscious.

QuitNow!

QuitNow! is an Android app which presents itself as a complete tool to help one quit smoking.
Real-time stats tell you how long you’ve managed to resist temptation, how many cigarettes were
avoided, and how much money and time you saved by abstaining. Indicators tell you of your
health improvement process. An achievement list is unlocked one by one; motivating you to
remain tobacco-free.

NICORETTE®



If the cravings get too intense one can seek relief in
products that provide nicotine to the body, without the
harmful smoke. NICORETTE® is a chewing gum that is formulated with nicotine. It reduces
withdrawal symptoms and so helps you quit smoking. NICORETTE® is available in chemist shops
without a prescription and is available online with e-tailers such as HealthKart.com and
Amazon.in.

Reduce Stress
Our hectic schedules engender a lot of stress in us. Stress in fact, is the quintessential modern
malady and is a risk factor for many diseases. It is important to manage stress to live healthier,

happier lives. Practicing yoga, sleeping well and listening to soothing music are good ways to reduce stress.

Daily Yoga

Yoga helps burn fat, lose weight, get relaxed and relieve stress. Daily Yoga is a great yoga app
for Android. It’s your very own yoga studio on the go! Suitable for all levels, beginners,
intermediate and advanced, the app provides 50+ HD yoga exercises along with a database
of 400+ yoga poses. Learn yoga with HD VIDEOS, a live voice guide, soothing music and a
wonderful community.

Relax Melodies

Relax Melodies is a pioneering Android app in
relaxation and sleep assistance. High quality white
noise sounds, melodies and customizable mixes
help you sleep deeply and awake feeling refreshed and happier. The melodies are also suited
for exercising, yoga, meditation, massage sessions, a quick nap or even to help a baby fall
asleep.

Start Donating and Volunteering
So far we have looked at various things to make our own lives better. But what better way to
feel good about yourself than doing some good for someone else? Volunteering and giving

towards a cause one believes in helps the community at large and provides intangible benefits to the one doing the giving. This is truly
the happiness one cannot buy.

GiveIndia

GiveIndia is an online donation platform that allows you to support a cause of your choice. Around 200 NGOs have been selected by
GiveIndia for transparency and credibility and it on their behalf that GiveIndia raises funds. These NGOs work for causes ranging from
child welfare and education to disability, poverty, the environment, women’s empowerment, etc. GiveIndia ensures that at least 90% of
your contribution reaches the targeted organization.
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ABOUT R.E.T.A.I.L

UBER CONTENT is a startup in the digital content space. We
build products and solutions with a focus on : “Crafting
experiences through consumer centric content”

Welcome to R.E.T.A.I.L, an attempt by UBER CONTENT to
bring out the deeper level insights into the happenings in the
Retail, Ecommerce, Innovation, Technology and Analytics
space in India and abroad. While there is a lot happening out
there in these domains, we see a big appetite and need for
domain focused, quality content. That’s where R.E.T.A.I.L
steps in. We hope that you will find the quality of content in
this section useful. For feedback and comments write to me
at saurabh.sinha@ubercontent.in

UBER Review and UBER Guide have been written by the
UBER CONTENT editorial team. In case you want us to review
a set of products in a category or write on any subject
pertaining to retail products please write to us on Santosh
Shenoy on santosh.shenoy@ubercontent.in

EDITOR’S PICK

Surely Congress Ought To Know Better

  It is shocking in the extreme how the Congress
Party wittingly or unwittingly served the interests of the
Pakistani establishment… Read more… 

Will Niti Do Justice To Development?

 Exit the Nehru-Indira Gandhi era’s most pet and
powerful Planning Commission. Enter Niti Aayog, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s economic development… Read
more… 

Is Shashi Tharoor complicit in the
murder of Sunanda Pushkar?

 What took them this long? Well, you cannot deny
that Shashi Tharoor’s status as a high-profile member of the
Congress… Read more… 

Student Behaviour

 It is a little difficult to distinguish between
students and goondas in situations like the one reported
from Calcutta where… Read more… 

Why Modi Will Not Let RSS Run Amok

 The period when the RSS called the shots in the
BJP may be nearing its end. The first setback which… Read
more… 
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Rupee gains 32 paise against dollar in early trade

Terrorists on the run

Four labourers killed during illegal excavation of soil

Students participate in Road Safety Week

Prabhu wants Mumbai work hours staggered

LIFESTYLISH

Chilling with Fashion

— Jan 04, 2015 12:05 am SAPNA
SARFARE tells you how to dress in style
and be cool in winter. It’s December
and steadily, the winter chill has
started to

BOOK REVIEWS

2014: The Election That Changed
India

— Jan 04, 2015 12:10 am In his riveting
book, Rajdeep Sardesai tracks the story
of this pivotal elections through all the
key players and the big news sto

FILM REVIEWS

Movie review – Mumbai Can
Dance Saalaa: Neither light-
footed nor enlightened

— Jan 02, 2015 06:54 pm  Cast: Ashima
Sharma, Rakhi Sawant, Prashant
Narayanan, Aditya Pancholi, Mukesh
Tiwari Director: Sachindra Sharma If
you are look

FOOD

A warm swig ahead

— Jan 04, 2015 12:00 am As winter
allows you to take out the sweaters
and heavy food, SAPNA SARFARE
brings four warm drinks recipes and
other facets order

TRAVEL

Amazing Andalusía

— Jan 04, 2015 12:01 am Anand &
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— Jan 04, 2015 12:01 am Anand &
Madhura Katti are memerised with
Andalusía’s vibrant history and
magnificent architecture. Pablo Picasso
was born i
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FEATURED NEWS

Daily avocado cuts
heart disease risk
— Jan 08, 2015 01:44 pm
New York: Adding an
avocado to your daily diet
helps lower bad cholesterol
and reduce the risk of heart
disease, a study says. 

Six lifestyle choices
can help women save
hearts
— Jan 07, 2015 01:20 pm
Washington: Three-quarters
of heart attacks in young
women could be prevented if
they closely followed six
healthy lifestyle pract

New approach to
treat fatty liver
disease
— Jan 06, 2015 05:14 pm
New York: A team of
researchers from Yale
University has found that
triglycerides, a type of fat in
the blood and liver, are
produ

Vitamin B negates
pesticide effects on
fertility
— Jan 06, 2015 04:48 pm
New York:  Exposure to a
common pesticide used to
kill mosquitoes can increase
the risk of early miscarriage
in women, but those

Holding breath
beneficial for breast
cancer patients
— Jan 06, 2015 04:40 pm
New York : New research
shows that a breast cancer
patient who holds her breath
during radiation treatment
can greatly reduce expo

Don’t take cat bites
lightly
— Jan 06, 2015 04:24 pm
Washington:  While all
injuries to the hand caused
by human and animal bites
should receive medical care,
infections due to dog b
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